ABSTRACT: The molecular dynamics technique is used to study the spectral response of a polyethylene chain in a crystal environment under a mechanical deformation. The MUSIC method, which was previously shown to accurately compute dispersion curves from the time-dependent structure factor, is used. A complete characterization of frequency shifts is presented for various lamellar thickness, temperatures, stress (or pressure), and mass defects.
I. Introduction
The study of the mechanical deformation of highly oriented polymeric materials is motivated by the possible use of these materials in structural reinforcement or other applications requiring maximum strength and minimum weight. Previous work has ranged from measuring the stress required to tear a film or break a fiber to more sophisticated methods designed to probe the molecular details of the deformation. One example of the latter category is the stress-IR or Raman experiments carried out in the 1970s and 1980~'-~ in which the IR (or Raman) spectrum was monitored as the material was pulled along the polymer chain orientation axis. The materials varied, but we restrict our current study to ultraoriented polyethylene (PE) films. In the case of -C-C-backbone stretches, the frequencies shifted to lower values as the stress increased. These carbon skeleton modes exhibited the largest shifts and will exclusively occupy our attention in the present work. The shifts (Au, in reciprocal centimeters) could be related to the stress (a, in gigapascal) for small stresses via
(1) where a has units of reciprocal centimeters per gigapascal and is usually negative (indicating a shift of peaks to smaller frequencies under stress). Although some conclusions regarding the microenvironment of the stressed films were drawn indirectly from these experiments, more direct conclusions about the atomic response to the externally applied stress were drawn from theoretical investigation~.~*~ The earlier studies, using static method^^-^ and incomplete models of the film^,^.^.' showed that the polymer atoms had to be coupled anharmonically to induce the negative shifts observed experimentally. The magnitudes of the shifts were found to be approximately cor- 0024-9297/90/ 2223-2573$02.50/0 rect, and several other details concerning the relative contributions of bend and torsion to the relaxation of the induced stresses were presented.
More recently, the time-dependent theoretical technique of molecular dynamics (MD) has been used to follow the atomic motion during the stress event.' Vs Among other results, workers noted that the frequency shift has a wavevector dependence' and that the nonbonded forces become more important when the polymer chain is under tension.* Both studies used multichain models with more than one type of interaction. Noid and Pfeffer' have calculated the IR spectrum of the P E (stressed and unstressed) via the extremely fast MUSIC' method and found Au directly; therefore, we concentrate upon their work. The present work extends the previous work by investigating the dependence of Au upon the wavevector, k, as certain model parameters are changed and for different temperatures, stresses, and chain lengths.
In section 11, we discuss the theoretical methods. The results follow in section 111, and a discussion of the work is given in section IV, the final section.
Theoretical Methods
Molecular Dynamics. Since this technique is wellknown and recently reviewed," only a minimum of detail is presented. Basically, one needs to solve Hamilton's equations or any other formulation of the classical equations of motion starting with some initial positions and momenta of all of the atoms in the polymer involved and propagate the solution at a series of (usually) equally spaced time steps. The solution method we used was ODE." Our initial positions were those occupied by PE chains in an orthorhombic crystal structure12 or some set of positions related to that structure. Our initial momenta were always chosen to give zero total momentum and depended upon the temperature we wished to obtain. For example, picking all initial momenta equal to zero gave a temperature of about 1 K or less. The temperature used here is based upon the calculated average kinetic energy through 3/2 kT. The potential energy is required in the somewhat, as discussed below. The central chain was the only chain allowed to move and to be stressed in this preliminary model, but nonbonded interactions between the central chain and all stationary chains were taken into account. The intrachain nonbonded interactions in the central chain were also included. Since the experimentally observed peak shifts were largest for the C-C backbone model, we considered all chains to be solely carbon "atoms" with masses of 14.5 amu (average mass of a CH, and CH, group). The external stress was applied via an extra force on the first two atoms and last two atoms of the central chain or the first and last atoms only.
Spectrum Generation. The usual method of generating a spectrum from the positions of atoms at a series of time steps is to take the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the appropriate function of the position^.^'^^ The resolution of the FFT is -l/t, where t , is the maximum time of the MD run that generated the position/time information. Since experimental Ads were -2-10 cm-', the resolution should be at least the same and requires MD runs of several thousands of time steps, an intractably large number for these complicated systems. Fortunately, there exist other methods designed to generate the spectrum from smaller series of data; in particular, we have used the multiple signal classification (MUSIC) methodg or related variants, which has proven useful in many recent s t~d i e s~, '~, '~ by drastically reducing the number of time steps (and hence the execution time of the MD program) needed to give good spectra. In some instances, run time reductions which exceeded a factor of 1000'5,16 could be obtained with only 64 time steps, which would have given a resolution via the FFT of only 520 cm-'. Details of the application of the MUSIC method to MD calculations exist in the l i t e r a t~r e~*~, '~* '~ and are not presented here. It is important to note that the MUSIC method does require reasonable choices of certain parameters describing, for example, the expected number of signals in the data. Comments about these choices exist in the earlier consequently, we also do not discuss these details here.
A CRAY X/MP (single processor) was used in all calculations and the program was highly vectorized." Up to 400 atoms in each of seven chains were considered as well as stresses of 0.67-6.4 GPa and temperatures of C1-50 K. Due to the spectrum generation method, the MD run times were only a few tenths of a picosecond and required at most a few seconds of CRAY execution time.
Results
As mentioned in a previous paper,7 the potential energy and PE model used here do not reproduce the PE spectrum exactly but do give peaks in the range 800-1200 cm-' where the absorptions due to the carbon skeleton longitudinal optic mode occur in the true P E spectrum. The qualitative nature of the generated spectra is sufficient, since we are interested in differences of peak frequencies, i.e., peak shifts, as a function of stress rather than the actual peak positions. We have monitored the same peak (about 800 cm-' for a wavevector of 0 a0-l) for the material that follows. The MUSIC method required only 64 time steps (-0.004 166 ps/step) to form an acceptable spectrum; consequently, the longer time behavior of the central moving chain was not originally monitored. Subsequent checking of this longer time motion showed that the chain was collapsing when no stress was applied. A simple way to stop the collapse would be to change the strength of the nonbonded interactions, but as the nonbonded potential classical equations, and we have used the multiterm form previously described78l3 and briefly listed here as
for the adjacent, bonded atoms for the interaction between any two atoms not directly bonded together, and for the bending of a three-atom sequence. D, cy, and F represent the usual Morse oscillator parameters, and t and u represent the usual Lennard-Jones parameters. ye is the bending force constant and do is the equilibrium value of the angle formed by the three atoms of interest in a particular bond. 13 The values are listed in Table I was specifically developed for the C-C bonds used here,13 the function was not changed. Instead, we reduced the unit cell dimensions of our crystal to effectively increase the nonbonded interactions by moving the chains closer together. Because our PE model ignores the hydrogens, is based upon an interaction potential developed for small alkane liquids, and neglects the torsional interaction, there is an inherent error which could easily account for forces being too weak or too strong to anchor the atoms in exactly the known crystal structure. Reducing the unit cell lengths by 0.9 produced a stable system (only a 0.4% change in the end-to-end distance of the unstressed moving central chain). Incidentally, the resulting approximate distance between the central chain and the "bulk crystal" carbons of the four stationary chains in the same unit cell is about 7.6 A, the minimum of Vnonbonded, the only relevant interaction between these moving and stationary carbons. All results reported here have a cell reduction of 0.9; earlier conclusions' are not affected by this change. Previous theoretical work on the stressed IR spectrum of PE3,7is applied the external force to at least two atoms on each end of the chain(s) of interest. Similar previous theoretical work on polypropylene4 applied the external force to only the first and last atoms of the chain. Having already applied the stress on the first two atoms and last two atoms of the moving chain,' we applied a force upon only the first and last atoms and observed the curious behavior of Au vs k shown in Figure 2 . Clearly, Av is unaffected by the pulling mechanism for small k values, which are the k values probed in the IR spectrum (k = 0); therefore, previous work is unaffected, but at intermediate k values, there is an enormous difference. Since there has been no experimental indication that such a response exists and since we have only just begun to determine how dependent this observation is upon the interaction potential used, we have based the remainder of this work upon pulling only the first and last atoms (i.e., the continuous curve). A possible explanation of this behavior is based upon concepts from nonlinear dynamics and chaotic jumps of the trajectory from one reso- and -3.3 (A), a compression rather than an elongation. nance region of phase space to another, but to fully develop the argument requires a separate report. The sensitivity of our results to the length of the chains is shown in Figure 3 . Two major observations are made. First, chains of 101 atoms or more give nearly identical results. Second, at high (k -kmu) and low (k -0) k values, all chain lengths studied give similar results. On the basis of these curves, a chain length of 101 atoms has been used for the rest of the work herein reported. Figure 4 summarizes the stressed chain results for stresses in the range of 0-6.4 GPa. One negative stress (a push on the end atoms rather than a pull) is also included to see the effect of compression with our model. The consistency of the simulations is encouraging. The curves tend to have the same shape with maxima and minima at the same k, but displaced from each other by 5-10 cm-' up to k -0.7 where the oscillations in the curves dampen and the curves coalesce. At that k, the compression curve actually diverges from the stretching curves.
When the compression curve is disregarded, the values of CY in eq 1 range from positive to negative. The for k = 0. It is worth noting that the large number of vibrational modes involved in these polymeric systems can lead to chaotic, uninterpretable spectra as the temperature increase^'^ when the usual FFT spectral generation method is used, whereas the MUSIC method generates clean spectra at all temperatures. This is to be contrasted with all previous theoretical calculations of stress-induced frequency shifts where normal-coordinate analysis would also lead to quasi-periodic behavior and no uninterpretable spectra upon increasing the temperature.
The discontinuous behavior observed when the end two atoms were pulled deserves further investigation, which is underway. Similar discontinuities were seen with masses other than 14.5 amu, and this behavior may be tied to chaotic dynamics and nonlinear resonances.
In future work we plan to study the spectral shifts with several dynamical chains and a more realistic potential with torsions included. (though the present results are for k # 0) for the carbon backbone modes of -6 to -11 cm-l/GPa. We attribute the disagreement to the crude model used in this initial study.
Finally, the dependence of the Au vs k curves upon temperature was studied and is summarized in Figure 5 . flect larger strains/stresses, then increasing the temperature seems to have increased the strain upon mediumsized segments of the mobile chain, while decreasing the strain/stress for small-and large-sized segments. The experimental work was performed at room temperature, and one can see that Au becomes more negative for small k as the temperature increases. Our model does give a Au dependence upon temperature in agreement with experiment. Wool et a1.' found experimentally that the frequency shifts did indeed become more negative (but these shifts started out negative) as the temperature was increased in the range 20-80 "C for polypropylene.
IV. Discussion and Conclusions
In this second part of a preliminary study of stressed PE, we have established that Au vs k is relatively independent of chain length for chains of 100-400 atoms and has predictable behavior with stress. The Au vs k curves depend upon temperature and follow experimental trends
